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Elliptic surfaces with fixed jacobian

Gang Xiao*

This is the first part of a study on the geometry of algebraic elliptic surfaces over thc
complex field. In this paper, we will give the structure of the moduli space of algebraic

elliptic surfaces with a fixed jacobian fibration:

Given an elliptic fibration j : J -+ C with a unit Jection Juch that q(J) = g(C)
and k integer~ ml,"" mk with' mi ~ 2, the coarJe moduli Jpace 0/ algebraic
elliptic fibration~ witk j aJ jacobian fibration and with k multiple fibres 0/ multi
plicitie~ ml, ... l mk Ü a number 0/ diJjoint copieJ 0/ a quasi-projective variety 0/
dimen~ion k, the ~et 0/ the copie~ being naturally parametrized by the Sha/arevich
Tate group 0/ j. This quaJi-projective variety is irreducible when j is stahle.

The exact description of this structure is to be found in Theorem 3.9.

Historically, there are two classical approaches to the classification of elliptic surfaces

with given jacobian fibration.

The point of view adopted by Kodaira i8 purely analytic. In [Ko1], Theorem 10.1,
Kodaira give8 the classification of all analytic elliptic fibrations without multiple fibres

associated to a given jacobian fibration. Combined with his logarithmic transforms intro

duced in [Ko2], one arrives easily at a classification of fibrations with multiple fibres as
weIl.

The main shortcoming of I(odaira's approach is that it does not work wen with 31
gebraic fibrations, especially those with multiple fibres. In fact, the operation I<odaira
uses to reach fibrations with multiple fibres - logarithmic transforms - almost always
transforms an algebraic fibration into a non-algebraic oue.

* Also partially supported by CNSF
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On the other hand, the etale cohomology theory of Ogg-Shafarevich goes to the other
extremity. The set of algebraic fibrations with a given jacobian fibration is deseribed as an
etale eohomology group in this theory. This theory is valid for any one-dimensional family

of abelian varieties in any eharaeteristies, but at least as lang as eomplex elliptie surfaees
are eoneerned, the heavy eohomologieal maehinary used in the arguments hides away most
of the geometrie signifieanee of the results. For example, the group strueture on thc abovc

set does not reveal mueh of the geometrie strueture of the moduli spaee.

Here we propose a new approach for the study of algebraie elliptie surfaees over the

eomplex field, which also brings a link between the above two classical theories. Our

method is based on an operation ealled "fibre twist", which is described in terms of topo
logical surgery, in much the same way as Kodaira's logarithmie transform. When fibre

twists of infinite order are allowed, they include logarithmie transforms as a special ease;
when only finite-order fibre twists are eonsidered, they are just the geometrical interpre
tation of a torsol'. And our basic result in this paper is that every algebraic fibration
ean be obtained from its jaeobian fihration, via a finite step of finite-order fibre twists

(Theorem 3.4).

Closely related to the operation of fihre twists is a special kind of> divisors on the
elliptie surface called n-multiseetions, which are divisors whose restrietions to general
fihres are eontained in subgroups generated by elements of order n (Definition 3.1). These

divisors behave especially weIl under the fibre twists, and they characterise in some sense
line bundles of degree d on the surfaee (see the proof of Lemma 3.3).

Using fibre twists and multiseetions, we are able to get the explicit strueture of the
moduli of elliptic fibrations with a given jaeobian fibration and a given set of multiplicities

for multiple fibres (Theorem 3.9). In particular, we find that although in general this

Inoduli has infinitely many components, these components are just copies of Olle of theIn,
the latter being quasi-projeetive. So we still have some kind of finite type here.

In the last seetion, we compare this approach with that of Ogg-ShaIarevich, with a

new computation of the Shafarevich-Tate group which gives the cotorsion part as weIl as

the formula of Ogg-Shafarevich for the corank. This computation has the advantage of

revealing the relation between the Shafarevich-Tate group and the interna! geonletry of

the surface (Le. the MordeIl-Weil group).

Dur treatment in this paper is elementary throughout. But as our main goal is the

geometry of the moduli space for elliptic surfaces, no effort is made to present the theory
in a manner as general as possible.

In a later occasion, we will use the tools developed here to study the moduli spaces
of complex algebraic elliptic surfaces. One sees already from the results here a fibre space
strueture of those moduli spaces: the correspondence between elliptic fibrations and their

jacobians gives a projection of such a moduli space onto that of elliptic fibrations with a see

tionj and the fibres of this projection are quotients of the spaces described in Theorem 3.9
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by the involution induced by the elliptic involution on the jacobian fibration.

The author is indebted to Igor Dolgachev and Michel Raynaud for their helps COll

cerning Ogg-Shafarevich theory.

§1. Basics of fibre twists

We first give the general definition of a fibre twist, which is apriori a topological
construction.

Let S be a complete complex analytic surface, with a fibration / : S --t Cover a 11on
singular curve C, whose general fibres are smooth curves of genus 9 ~ 1. Ey definition,

the sheaf 0/ vertical automorphism groups 9 associated to f is such that for any analytic
open set U of C, (I(U) equals the group of automorphisms of /-1 (U) fixing each fibre.

Definition 1.1. Let U be an open set of C, .9 a section of (j(U), p a point in the

closure of U. .9 is finitely extendable to p, if for a neiborhood ~ of p, there is a finite
cover 7r : Li --t ß ramified on p, and an open set U in Li with Tr(U) = U, such that:

Let f f:1 : S f:1 -+ ~ be the relatively minimal smooth model of the pull-back of f by
7r. Then there is a holomorphic section s in the sheaf of vertical automorphisms of f il
such that sI ü equals the pull-back of .9, and that s1,..- 1 (p) is of fini te order.

Note that if 1r : ~ -+ Li is a cover ramified on the inverse image of p, and f Li : SLi -+ 6.
is the relatively minimal model of the puH-back of f;s" then by the uniqueness of f b.' S

puHs back to a (unique) section S of vertical automorphisms of SLi. This allows us to
assurne that f;s, is semi-stable. Then in this case it is easy to see that the order of

sI (1TOir)-l (p) equals that of SI1T-1 (p), therefore we can further assurne that the dcgree of 7r

is a multiple of the order of sl1r-1(p).

Let P be a path in the curve C, i.e. a continuous map

P : I = [0, 1]~ C ,

such that there exists a finite open cover U1 , ••• , Uk of I such that P maps each Ui

hOlneomorphically onto its image in C. Let P' be the interior of P (i.e. the image of
l' = (0,1)). For the sake of simplicity, we will also suppose that the restrietion of (I on

P' is locally constant, and that the fibres of f over points in P' are smooth.

To define a fibre twist along the path P, we first consider the simple case where P
maps I homeomorphically onto its image in C, so that there exists an open neighborhood

U of P' with an orientation-preserving homeomorphism p: U -+ I' x (-1,1) (for a fixed

orientation on I' x (-1,1)), such that poP maps I' homeomorphically onto I' x {O}.
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We may also suppose that the restrietion of 9 on U is locally constant (hence constant
as U is simply connected).

Now let po, PI be the terminal points of P, C' = C - {Po, PI} the open curve. Let
s be a holomorphic seetion of 9 on U, fini tely extendable to Po and PI' Then the fihre

twüt of f along P, with s as twisting Jection, is a fibration fl : SI -+ C, constructed as
follows:

Let U+ = p-l((I' x [0,1)), U- = p-l((I' x (-1,0]), and let f"J: st -+ U+ be the
restrietion of f over U+. Define similarly Sü, Su, etc. If we glue rJ and fü such that

for each point p on P', rJ -1 (p) is mapped to f ü-1 (p) (they are the same fibrc of f) via

the automorphism slp, we get a new fibration

f u I : Su 1 --+ U .
I I

Then we can glue IU
I
I back to the old fibration over C' - U, to get a new fibration

I~ : S; --+ C' .

The condition that s is a holomorphic section guarantees that S~ is an analytic surface.

Lemma 1.2. There iJ a uniquely determined smooth complete analytic surface SI,

with a fibration 11 : SI -+ C, ~uch that:

1. The re~triction 0/ 11 over C' equals I~;

2. there is no (-1) ~curve contained in /ibres 0/ 11;

9. when 9 = 1, let t be a continuouJ section 0/ lover P, and let t~+, t~- be the

two image~ection~ 0/ tl pi in I~ Ipi, under the identifications over U+ and U-. Then the

closures 0/ t~+ and t~- in SI are two continuouJ JectionJ 0/ 111 p.

Proof. The problem is local over the terminals of P. Therefore let p be one of the
terminals of P, and 6. a small neighborhood of p isomorphie to the unit disk with p as
the center, 6.11< = 6. - {p}. We may also assume

P n ß = {z E ßI~(z) ~ 0, ~(z) = O}

Let 1r : l:::" -+ ß be a base change as in Defini tion 1, such that the pull-back fibration I;s,
is semi-stable, and that the degree d of 1r is a multipIe of the order of S11t'- 1 (p)' Then there
is a section S' of fini te order of vertical automorphisms of f 3. , such that s' 11r- 1 (p) = S[1r- 1 (p)

(and then we can suppose that the order of s' divides d):

In fact, we can take s' = s when 9 > 1, because an automorphism of a general fibre

of ILS. is always of finite order; when 9 = 1, the central fibre of fLS. is of type Im in
the notation of I{odaira, and the automorphism group of this fibre is an extension of the
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automorphism group of the dual graph of this fibre by that of one of the components (the

latter being Aut(C><) rv Q/Z when m > 0). Then one verifies direetly that auyelement
of finite order in this group cau be finite-order extended over 6.. Moreover, in trus case
l = s- s' is a section composed of translations, hence it can be considered as a section

of / ~, after fixing a unit section. Then as l passes through the neutral component of
the central fibre, i t can be lifted to a section i of the Lie algebra R 1

/ ~.Os&.' Through
a trivialisation R1 fiS..Osi>. ~ .6 xC, i becomes a holomorphie funetion Li -+ C, which
maps the central point 1r-1(p) onto O.

Let G = (,) rv Zd be the Galois group of 1r, such that the action of , is a rotation

of degree 21r/d. This action of G lifts naturally to an action a: G -+ Aut(S3J, such that
S6. is the relatively minimal smooth model of the quotient S~ / 0:(G).

Consider the automorphism p = 0'(,) 0 S' of S~. Because 0'(,) and S' do not neces
sarily commute, we do not have pd = 1 in general. But pd is in auy ease an automorphism

of finite order on SiS.' inducing identity on Li. If we change 1r into the base change of
degree ed, where e is the order of pd, then ped = 1. This allows to suppose pd = 1,

and get another action 0' : G -+ Aut(SiS.)' with 0'(,) = p. Let /2 : 82,6 -+ ~ be the
relatively minimal smooth model of the quotient SiS./c/(G). We now prove that /21,6.• is
isomorphie to I; 16.· , so that we eau glue /2 to /{ to get our completion 11 over p.

Indeed, there is nothing to show when 9 > 1 beeause :5' = :5. Therefore suppose
9 = 1, and let ~' = ~ - P n ~. We can find an analytic section v of /216' , and as f{ is
also a fibre twist of 12 over ~ (with an image of l aB twisting section), we have a canonical
isomorphism p : f21(~') -+ 1~-l(~'). Let v], V2 be the closures of v in f~-1(6·) anel

/2 1(~.). For every point x E P n6· , the restriction of Vi to the fibre over x is composeel

of two points Vi,o(X) and Vi,I(X), where Vi,o(X) is the closure of vilu+. We may suppose

that VI,o(X) = V2,O(X) for auy x E P n6· , and consider this point as the unit point of the

fibre over x. Then V2,1 - VI,I is just the image of i, via a lift of P onto 6..
Now let z be a local parameter of ~, with z = 0 at p. Then we have i = <p(z),

where <p is a holomorphic function in ifZ, with <p(0) = O. Fix a trivialisation V =
R 1/;.Os~ 161 rv ~' X C, and let () : V -+ 1'-1(t~.') be the covering map. Consider the
function <p( z) = 2~i <p( z) log z. <P defines a holomorphic isomorphism

such that

p' (x) = p (x) - 8 (/2 (x) , 4- (/2 (x))) ,

where the addition is made through the group structure of the fibre. One checks immedi
ately that p' extends to a holomorphic isomorphism over .6.•.

Moreover, as <P has a unique limit 0 at p, condition 3 is satisfied by the fibration 11
over p.
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It remains to show the uniqueness. But this is automatie when 9 > 1, as the eentral
fibre is determined by the moduli map and thc loeal Pieard-Lefsehetz monodromy. And
for 9 = 1, the jacobian fibration of 11 is determined for the same reasou, therefore the
only thing to prove is thast the multiplicity of the central fibre over p is determined by
condition 3.

To see this, let 12,~ : S2,~ ---+ ß be another completion of I{ over P, and let 7r : Li ---+

t::.. be a base change such that the minimal models of the pull-backs of 1116 and 12,6. are
both semi-stable. As these two puH-backs both have a section, they are isomorphic, so we
may note them by a same fibration f Ci. : 8~ ---+ Li. Let G '" Zd be the Galois group of 11'".

There are two actions O'b 0'2 : G ---+ Aut(SCi.), such that 11-
1 (t::..) and 52,6 are respectively

the minimal models of the quotients S~/O'I(G) and S~/0'2(G). Now using condition 3,
one sees immediately that the restrictions on the central fibre of 16. of these two actions
of G are identical. QED

Roughly speaking, the operation of fibre twist is to cut the surface S along the inverse
image of the path P, then repaste fibre-to-fibre, modulo automorphisms providcd by the
twisting section s. The fibrations 1 and 11 are locally isomorphie except over the terminals
of P.

The case of general P is reduced to the above simple case by cutting P into a finite
number of simple segments:

Let 0 = Po < PI < ... < Pn = 1 be aseries of points in I such that each I i is sent
homeomorphically to its image by P. Let Pi : Ii = [Pi-bPi] ---+ C, i = 1, ... 1 n, is the
i-th segment of P. A section S of P- 1 (Q) is by definition piecewise holomorphic if on

each I i , si Pi is the restriction of a holomorphic section Si of 9 on a tubular neighborhood

of Pi, such that silpi = Si+11Pi is of finite order for i = 1, ... , n - 1.

Starting !rom a fibration 1 : 8 ---+ C, we can construct aseries of fibrations /i : 8 i ---+

C, i = 1, ... ,n, such that li is the fibre twist of /i-1 along the path Pi, with twisting
section Si. Now the final step In : Sn ---+ C is by definition the /ibre twi.~t of 1 along P,
with s as twisting ~ection.

Just as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, one shows easily that around each point Pi l

i = 1, ... , n - 1, the Ioeal effects of the i -th and i +1-th twists cancel each other1 so that

1 and / n are locally isomorphic except at Po and Pn.

Remark. For a fibre twist e transforming 1 : 5 -+ C into 11 : 8 1 ---+ C, there is
an inverse twist e-1 transforming /1 : 51 -+ C into / : 5 ---+ C, which is along the sanle
path of e, but uses the inverse of the twisting section of e as twisting section.

Example 1.3. Logathrimic transforms are fibre twists.

Let I: S ---+ C be an eHiptic fibration, P E C a point such that the fibre F over P is
of type m1n. Let t::.. be a small neighborhood of P isomorphic to the unit disk with p as
the center.
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The original description of a logarithmic transform centered at p is composed of two
successive fibre twists: the first twist is along a ray of ~, joining p to a point q at the

boundary of ~, with a twisting section of finite order; the second is along the boundary

of ~ with q as base point, and with a logarithmic twisting section to kill the lnultiplicity
of the fibre over q introduced by the first fibre twist.

This operation is equivalent to a single fibre twist, aIong the ray joining p and q,
using a twisting section which finite-order extends non-trivially over p, but trivially over

q.

Lemma 1.4. Let I) : S) -+ C be a fibre twi~t 0/ f : S -+ C, with a twi3ting ~ection

S 0/ finite order (i. e. tor every point p 0/ P, s]p i3 0/ finite order). Then 81 i3 algebraic
i.fJ 8 iJ algebraic.

In particular, fibre twi~tJ on a fibration with 9 ;::: 2 alwaY3 re3ult in algebraic jibrationJ.

Proof. It suffices to prove one side: 8 1 is algebraic when 8 iso

It results from the condition that 8 is of finite order that s is contained in a finite

sub-group sheaf 1i of Q.

Let D be a sufficiently ample reduced and irreducible divisor on 8. The orbit of

Dunder the action of 'H is an effective divisor E on S, and f maps every irreducible

component of E surjectively onto C. Therefore it is easy to see that for a sufficiently

ample divisor B on C, E + I*(B) is ample. QED

Remark that a twisting section of finite order is always finitely extendable to the ter

minals, Also by the continuity of the twisting section, if a fibre twist satisfies the condition

in Lemma 1.4, the order of slp for pE pt does not depend on p. This order will be called
the Jectional order of the fibre twist.

Through a sui table triangularisation of the base curve C, one shows easily the follow

ing result.

Proposition 1.5. Let / : 8 -+ C and /1 : SI -+ C be two fibration3, the general

fibre~ 0/ both are C1Lrve~ 0/ genu3 g. SuppoJe thai the moduli map jj : C -+ Mg induced by

fand f) are the Jame, where Mg iJ the moduli Jpace 0/ ~table curve~ 0/ genUJ g. Then

1 can be tranJ/ormed into 11 by a finite number 0/ /ibre twi~tJ.

As in [Xl], fibre twists of finite sectional order can also be defined in tenns of finite
base changes, which also works aver positive characteristics:

Suppose that a fibre twist of finite sectional order n transforms a fibration f : 8 -+ C
into I] : S) -+ C, and let 'H be the finite sub-group sheaf of 9 containing the twisting

section. Let 1T : C -+ C be the Galois base change such that the puH-back il of H is

decomposed into sections. Let E be the inverse image in 0 of the terminal points of the

twisting path, and let 0' = C- E.
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The fibre twist on C pulls back to a monodromy homomorphism

J-L : 7rl (C') ~ Aut (Hlcl) ,

whieh has finite image due to the generie trivi81ity of H. Let

be the finite Galois map assoeiated to Ker(J-L). It follows from the eonstruetion that the

composite map 7r 0 * is Galois. Let G be the Galois group.

Now the pull-baeks of 1 and 11 by 1r 0 * are isomorphie. Let j : S ~. 6 be this
pull-back. We have two aetions of G on S, P and PI, such that S (resp. SI) is a smooth
model of the quotient S/p(G) (resp. S/PI (G)). Take a general fibre F of j. The fihre
twist is uniquely determined by the action

T: G~ Aut (P)

§2. Translating twists

Dur main purpose in this paper is to use fibre twists to construct 811 the elliptic

fibrations associated to a given jaeobian fibration. This leads to the following definition.

Definition 2.1. A fibre twist between two elliptic fibrations is ealled translating, if

the twisting seetion is eomposed of translations of finite order.

The following properties are immediate from the definition:

1) Translating twists are 81gebraie.

2) Elliptic fibrations differing by translating twists have the same jacobian fibration.

3) The only local differences introduced by a translating twist are the multiplicities
of the fibres over the terminals of the twisting path.

From now on, we will only eonsider elliptie fibrations, and 811 fibre twists will be
translating, if not otherwise specified.

Note that in the sheaf g of vertical automorphism groups associated to an elliptic

fibration f : S ~ C, the subsheaf consisting of translations is canonically isomorphie to

the Neron model of the jacobian fibration. Thus for a fixed jacobian fibration j, translating

twists form a group acting on the set :Ej of (algebraie) elliptic fibrations with j as jacobian,
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which is easily seen to be abelian. It follows that a twist transfonns a fibration into an
isomorphie one if and only if it does the same to every fibration in Ej. We will call such
a fihre twist cohomologically trivial.

Furthermore, it is easy to see that a loeally trivial translating twist transforms a
smooth family of elliptic fibrations with fixed jacobian fibration into a smooth family.
Consequently, locally trivial twist is an automorphism of the moduli space (if it exists) of
elliptic fibrations with given jacobian.

In order to investigate the effects of a translating twist on the multiplicity of the
terminal fibres, we need one more definition.

It is well-known that for a multiple fibre F in an elliptic fibration, the corresponding
fibre E in the jaeobian fibration is either a smooth elliptic curve, a rational curve with
an ordinary double point, 01' a semi-stable curve eomposed of a circle of n (-2) -curves.
In terms of Kodaira's classifieation of singular elliptic fibres, E is of type In, for n 2:: O.
Then the type of F is mIn, where m denotes the multiplicity of F.

More precisely, let f 6 : 56 -+ ~ (resp. j : J -+ ~) be a loeal fibration (resp. the
jacobian fibration of f6) over the unit disk, with F (resp. E) as central fibre. For any
multiple N of m, let 'Tr : ~ -+ ~ be the N : 1 cyclic cover totally ramified at the c~nter.

There is a unique fibration j6 : 86 -+ ~ such that BA is smooth and does not contain
vertical (-1) -curves, and cyclic covers II : S1::1 -+ S A and II' : S6 -+ J of degree N, such
that the following diagrams commute:

Let F be the central fibre of lA. F is isomorphie to E when n = 0, and is of type
lINn when n > O. Let G ~ ZN be the Galois group of II. When n = 0, eonsider the
induced action of G on F rv Ej when n > 0, consider the action of G on the dual graph
of F. The kernel of this action is the subgroup !( of order N Im, and the quotient group
H = GIK acts freely on F 01' its dual graph according to the cases. If we fix a generator
r of G such that the action of r on ~ (the base of j ti.) is a cloekwise rotation of degrce
27rIN, the· image of r in H gives a uniquely determined generator / of order m. We call
/ the direction of the multiple fihre F (01' a direction of order m associated to E).

For a fibre of type In, directions of order dividing m form an abelian group A iso

morphie to Zm (when n> 0), or Zm EB Zm (when n = 0). And the definition of direetion
does not depend on the ehoice of N, in the sense that when n > 0 and m1N1 1N2 , the base
change 'Tr2 : ~ -+ ~ of degree N 2 faetorises through 'TrI : ~ -+ ~ of degree NI, such that
the direction defined through 7r2 is the natural inverse image of that defined through 'TrI •

Conversely, let j : J -+ ~ be a local fibration with central fibre E of type IIn

and with a unit section, / a direction of order m 2:: 2 associated to E, represented by
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some base change 1r : ß -+ ß or order N divisible by m. We can construct a fibration

f~ : S~ -+ ß with j as jacobian fibration, whose eentral fibre F is of multiplicity m at

direetion " as follows:

Let J~, F as before, and let Da be the inverse image of the unit seetion on 5ö ,

passing through a component r a of F. Let D be the divisor on S~ eomposed of points
of order dividing m in the fibres of JA. Then the monodromy of lA. on D is trivial, in

other words D is composed of m 2 seetions of lö. The set of these sections form in a
natural way a group Q I"V Zm ffi Zm, wit~ Da as thc unit element. When n > 0, it is easy

to see that D passes through m components of F, loeated at regular intervals of Nnlm
in F. The components of D passing through r a form a cyclic subgroup Je of order 1n,

such that the eomponents passing through eaeh of the m components of F eorrespand to

a easet of Je (or an element in H = QI Je). This establishes an isomorphism between H
and A in the ease n > O. Gf course, we have a trivial isomorphism K ~ A when n = O.

Now let D 1 be a section in D whose image in A is the direction " a: 5.6. -Jo St::J, the
automorphism of s~ sending Da to D1 , and inducing trivial automorphism on the base.
Let ß be the generator of the Galois group of 11' : S~ -+ J whose action on the base is
a clockwise rotation of degree 21r / N. Then the automorphism a 0 ß generates a group G
of order N, and the smooth relatively minimal'model S~ of the quotient BöiG has an
indueed fibration JA. : St::J, -+ ß whose central fibre F is of multiplicity m and direetion
,.

Thus we have established the correspondence of the following lemma (from ~2 to

EI ).

Lemma 2.2. Let j.6. : J.6. -+ ß be a loeal fibration with ee ntral fib re E 0 f type

IIn , n ~ O. For any integer N ~ 2, there is a 1~1 correspondence between the 3et EI 0/
direetion3 0/ order N a~.soeiated to E, and the ~et E2 0/ j -i.somorphi.sm cla.s~e.s 0/ loeal

fibration~ JA. : S A. -+ ß having j a~ jacobian fibration, who~e eentral fibre i.s 0/ multiplicity

N.

Praof. It remains only to show that the map E2 -Jo EI is injective when n > 0,

in other words with notation as in the discussion preceding the lemma, if 0:' is another

automorphism mapping Da to D~, where D1 and D~ intersect the same component of

F, then the quotient f~ : S~ -+ ß by the group generated by Q 0 ß is j -isomorphie to

JA. .
In fact, we can write 9 = Je ffi 'H, with Je = (k), Tl = (h), such that the action of ß

on Q is an automorphism with ß(ak +bh) = (a + b)k +bh, and that a(x +y) = x + y +h
for x E Je, y E H. We have a non-trivial homomorphism 4> : 1t -+ Je such that a'(x +y) =
x + 4>(y) + y + h. Let 4>( h) = ak, for a E Z. Then if instead of Da (Le. the section 0 in

the above representation), we take the section - ah as the unit section of j.6.' the action
of a ' becomes the same as that of a with Do as unit section. QED
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We can recover the group sheaf of directions associated to a fibration / : S --+ C as

follows. Let j : J --+ C be the jacobian fibration of /, m ~ 2 an integer. Let tl be

the nonnalisation of the closure in J of points of order dividing m in smooth fibres of j:
Let :D m be the (singular) curve constructed from ::ö by joining into one point every set

of points whose image in J are smooth points in a same component of a fibre of type In,
n > O. Provided with the natural projection to C, :Dm can be seen as a sheaf of groups

on C.

For any fibre E of type In in J, when n = 0, the group of directions of order dividing

m is canonically isomorphie to the restrietion of :D m on E. if n > 0, let F be the central

fibre of the pull-back of a loeal fibration around E via a base change of degree divisible

by m. By the fact that the Galois grOtlp of the cover of the inverse image over J fixes

every eomponent of P, we find easily a eanonieal isomorphism between the direetions of

E of order dividing m, and the restrietion of :D m on the image of E. Therefore 1) m is

just the parameter space of direetions of order dividing m of f (01' of j). And the points

of order m in :Dm form a subvariety Dm, which is the parameter space of directions of

order m.

Now we consider the action of fibre twist on the fibre F over a terminal point p of the

twisting path P. Let ml be the multiplicity of F, m2 the order of the twisting section

s, N a common multiple of ml and m2. Let 11 be the direction of F.

First suppose that p is the starting point, hut not the ending point, of P. The section

s can be considered as a lift of P on :D N, hence its value over p is a direction 12 of order

m2 associated to F. It is clear that the direction of multiplicity of the fibre F1 over p of

the new fibration /1 : SI --+ C after fibre twist is 11 + 12. In partieular, the multiplicity

of PI equals the order of 11 + 12.

By the same reason, if p is the enrling point of P but not the starting point, thc

direction of F1 becomes 11 - 12 with the above notation.

Finally, suppose that P is a loop starting and ending at p. We assume that the fibre

F over p is smooth, to simplify notations. In this case s introduces two directions 12, /3

on F, both of order m2, one from starting value, the other from euding value. and the

direction / of F1 is 11 +,2 -,3. On the other hand, we have a monodromy homomorphisnl

(1)

where C' is the open subset of C composed of non-critical points of j, such that 13 =
I--lN(P)(/2)' Therefore 1 = 11 + (1 - J.lN(P))('2)'

Furthermore, the monodromy J.lN is induced from the Picard-Lefschetz monodrolny

M : 7rl (C') --+ Aut(H1(F, Z)) of j, in the sense that if we note by r i a point in the inverse

image of li in the universal cover V of F, there is a point r in the inverse image of 1

such that r = f 1 + ([2 - M(P))f2 , where M(P) can be considered as a 2 X 2 integer
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matrix with a choice of basis. With a slight abuse of notations, we just write

(2)

Definition 2.3. The twiJting weight w = w(f) of an elliptic fibration f : S ---+ C lS

as follows:

If f has a singular fibre or if the jacobian fibration of f is trivial, w = 1.

If f is has smooth non-trivial jaeobian fibration, let F be a general fibre of f, and
eonsider the Pieard-Lefsehetz monodromy homomorphism () : 7r1(C) ---+ Aut H 1 (F, Z). The
image of () is isomorphie to Zr, where T = 2, 3, 4 or 6. Define w = 2 if T = 2 or 4, w = 3

if T = 3, w = 1 if 7" = 6.

We now have the following result.

Theorem 2.4. Let j : J ---+ C be an elliptic fibration with a unit seetion, 1 a

direction 0/ order m on a point p 0/ C. SuppoJe that j is non·trivial (or eq'lLivalently,

q(J) = g(C), or j ha~ non·trivial Picard·Le/schetz monodromy).

There exist a path P and a tran~latin9 "ection s on P, ~uch that tranJlating twists

along P u"ing s giveJ a 1·1 correJpondence between the set 0/ elliptie fibration3, with j a"

jacobian fibration, without multiple fibre over p, and tho~e who"e fihre over p is multiple 0/
direetion l' Thi~ eorrespondenee pre~eTVe~ algebraicity 0/ the fibrations, and corresponding

fibrations are loeally isomorphie outside p.

Moreover, the translating twist can be chosen to be 0/ seetional order equal to wm.

Proof. By the existenee of inverse twists, we have only to prove one side of the
eorrespondenee.

We ean suppose that the fibre of j over p is smooth, for the singular ease ean be
easily deduced by taking limits. We have two choices for the possible twisting path P:
either a loop with base p, 01' a path starting at p and ending at a point q over whieh the
fibre of j is singular (note that when the fibre over q is of type In, n > 0, the fibre twist
will not change the multiplicity and direetion of this fibre if the twisting seetion is chosen
appropriately).

First eonsider the case where j has no singular fibres. We take P to be a loop with
base p, such that the image of P by the Pieard-Lefschetz monodromy M : 71'"1 (C) ---+

BI (F, Z) is non· trivial. It is well-known that M( P) is a matrix of rotation, so that
I - M(P) is a non-singular matrix. We can therefore choose 12 = (I - M(P))-I

"
and

take the seetion of finite order on P whose starting value is 12, to be the twisting seetion
s. According to (2), we see that for any fibration f : S ---+ C whose fibre over p is
not multiple, the fibre twist of f along P with 8 as twisting seetion is a fibration with
direetion "y over p and locally isomorphie to f elsewhere. The theorem follows therefore
in this ease.
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Note that in this case M(P) is a rotation of order 2,3,4 or 6, and a direet eomputation

gives Ord(s) = wm.

In the ease where j has a non-semistable fibre over a point q E C, the theorem ean
be proved in the same manner, by letting P to be a path joining p and q, for such a twist
will not introduee multiplicity over q, henee is always locally isomorphie around q. And
in this case the twisting section will have the same order as I.

It remains only the case where j has singular fibres, all of them are of type In. We
will show that in this case there is a path P from p to a eritical value q and a twisting

section s on P such that slp = " and that slq is a point on the neutral component of
the fibre of j over q, henee the translating twisting associated to s will only introduee
multiplicity to the fibre over p. In particular, we also have the same order for s and ,.

To see this, let N ~ 3 be a multiple of the order of I' iT : C ~ C be the Galois
covering such that the inverse image of !) N i8 eompletely decomposed. Let J: j --+ C be

the relatively minimal smooth model of the pull-back of j. Then the divisor formecl by
elements of order dividing N in j is eomposed of N 2 seetions of J, whieh gives a level
N structure on the fihres of ]. This means that the moduli map 'P : C --+ M, where
M is the moduli spaee of stable curves of genus 1, faetors through the principal modular
curve CN of level N, such that J is the model of the pull-back of the elliptie lnodular
fibration j N : J N --+ CN of level N as defined in [Shi]. The set of N 2 sections on j is
the inverse image of N2 sections on JN, whieh form a group r isomorphie to ZN Ef) ZN
([Shi], Theorem 5.5). The map 'PN : CN -+ M is Galois with group G rv SL2 (ZN). The
induced action of G on the set of N -cyclic subgroups of r is transitive.

Take auy singular fibre F1 of J, which is of type 1[Ni with NIN1 • Thc sections in
r passing through the neutral component of F1 form an N -eyelic subgroup r 1 . By the

above transitivity, there is a point p in C, whose image in C is p, such that the inverse
image of I on P is contained in a seetion s in r 1. Let P be a path in C joining p and

3(PI)' P the image of P in C. It i8 immediate that P and the image s of si p satisfy
our requirements. QED

§3. Classification theorems

Definition 3.1. Let f : S -+ C be an elliptic fibration, D a reduced divisor on S,
not containing curves whieh are components of a fibre of f. D is called an n .multisection,
if for a general fihre F of f, D 1F is stable under the translations of order n on F.

We have the following obvious lemma.

Lemma 3.2. 1f f : S --+ C haj an n ·multisection, then for any multiple N 01 n, f
ha~ a N -multiJection.
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Note that a translating twist of sectional order n transfonning f : S --+ C into
/1 : SI --+ C transforms any nN -multisection on Sinto an nN -multisection on 51 and
vice versa, for any N ~ 1.

The following result is communicated to us by M. Raynaud. We give here an elemen
tary proof for the case of characteristic 0, while the original proof of Raynaud is included
at the end of this paper.

Lemma 3.3. An elliptic fibration / : 5 -+ C i" algebraic iff it ha" an n ·multiJection

fOT 30me n ;;::: 1.

Proof. Suppose D is a very ample divisor on S. Let n be the degree of D over C.
For any general fibre F of /, there are exactly n 2 points p on F such that np is linearly
equivalent to D[F as divisors on F. The closure in 5 of the set of all such points form an
n-multisection. The converse is an easy consequence of Nakai-Moishezon criterion. QED

Remark. The proof of the lemma gives in fact a little bit more: it shows that there is
a natural 1-1 correspondence between multisections and divisor classes of positive degree
on the generic fibre of /.

Theorem 3.4. Any algebraic elliptic fibration can be con"tT1Lcted /rom its jacobian

fibration, via a finite number of tran"Zating twist".

Proof. Let / : S --+ C be such a fibration. Modulo twists along paths joining two
multiple fibres, we can suppose that / has at most 1 multiple fibre, and this fibre, if any,
is smooth.

Let Cl, ••. , C, be the images of the singul.ar fibres of /, F a general fibre of f,
p = f(F). Let q be another point on C, which will be the image of the multiple fibre if

any.

Let ab"" Q'b, ßl, ... ,ßb, where b = g(C), be a standard set of loops on C, whose
conjugate classes generate 1r] (C). Let Ti (i = 1, ... , I) be smaliloops around Ci. We can
choose base points ai (resp. bi, 9i) on O'i (resp. ßi, Ti), which are all different, al1d paths

Pi (resp. Pt, Qi, Q~, Gi, G~) joining p and ai (resp. P and bi, q and Gi, q and bi, P

and gi, q and Ci), such that all these loops and paths are mutually disjoint except at the
base points and except that Q'i and ßi, as weIl as G~ and Ti, meet transversally at one
non-base point.

Let C' = C - {c), ... , CI, q}. The loops Q' i, ßi , Ti together wi th their j oining paths
form a free set of generators for 1r) ( C',p). Let D be an n -multisection on 5, and consider

the monodromy homomorphism J-lD : 1T'l(C',p) --+ Aut(DIF) associated to D. Fix any

point x in DIF, and identify it with the unique points over ai, bi, gi via paths Pi, PI l Gi'

Now modulo a suitable twist along ßi with bi as base, we mayassume that

JlD(ad(x)=x.
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Such a twist might introduce multiple fibre over bi, but another twist along Qi can move
this multiplicity over to q. Symmetrically, we get IlD(ßi)(x) = x. And a twist along Gi
will make Il D ( 'i)(x) = x (note that such a twist will not. introduce multiplici ty over cd.
But then x is a fixed point under the action of 11"1 (C'), hence it belangs to a section of f
in D. QED

Relnark. The proof of the Theorem gives in fact a little bit more: if f has an J'ol

multisection, then the translating twists can be chosen to have sectional orders dividing
N.

Definition 3.5. Let j : J -+ C be a fixed elliptic fibration with a section. Let
,1, ... "k be a set of directions on j with orders ml, .. . ,mk, no two of them being on a

saIne fibre. Define E'Yt, ... ,i. (resp. E'YI, ... ,'.) be the set of elliptic fibrations (resp. set of
algebraic elliptic fibrations) with j as jacobian fibration, and with multiple fihres exactly
at directions ,1,"" 'l. Define Et/1 (resp. ~t/1) be the set of such fibrations (resp. such
algebraic fibrations) without multiple fibre.

With this definition, Theorem 2.4 is translated to the following.

Theorem 3.6. Suppo~e j ü not trivial. Then there is a bijective map

- - -
-1>it, ... ,i.: ~"Yt ,···,i. --+ ~t/1 ,

which ind'Uce~ a bijection

-1> 'YI "",,.: ~il ,... , 'Y. --+ ~ t;6 •

Moreover, -1>il,""'. map~ ~'Urface~ with an nN -multüection to one with the same property

and vice ver~a for n ~ 1, where

N = wlcm(ml"'" mk).

Theorem 3.7. S'Uppo~e j itJ trivial (i.e. J l"'o.J E xC, where E is an elliptic curve).

We consider the direction~ ,i a~ points of finite order in E. Then the following are

equivalent:

a) E,t, ...". i~ non-empty;

b) there exi~ts a bijective map

sending algebraic fibrations onto algebraic ones;

c)

(3)

Proof. In view of Theorem 3.4 and by using induction on k, we have only to notice
that translating twists on fibrations with trivial jacobian preserve the condition (3). QED
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The theory of Ogg-Shafarevieh [0] [Sha] shows that E.p, hence E"Yl1 ... ,"'fk' is discrete.
See also the next seetion.

Definition 3.8. Let j : J -+ C be an elliptic fibration with a unit seetion, m1," . , mk

a set of integers with k ~ 1, rni > 1, D mi the eurve of direetions of order mi, as defined
in §2, after Lemma 2.2, with projeetion <Pi : D mi -+ C. Let V' be the dense open subset
in D m1 x ... X D mJa :

Let G be the symmetrie group aeting freely on V', exchanging components with equal
subseripts. Define

Vm1 , ... ,mJa = Vi jG .

Now we cau state our main classifieation theorem in terms of the variety Vm1 , ... ,mk:

Theorem 3.9. Let j : J -+ C be an elliptie fibration with a unit section. Suppo.se
that j has .5ingular fibres. Let m1, ... , mk be a ~et 0/ integers with k ~ 1, mi > 1, and
let

N = lem(rn}, ... , rnk) .

Let M m1 ,,,.,mJa be the moduli space 0/ elliptie fibrations with jacobian fibration J and k
multiple fibres 0/ multiplicitie~ m1,"" mk. There exists a morphism

whose non.empty fibre.5 are isomorphie to eaeh other. Each such fibre M.p has an unram
i/ied cover

0/ degree d, where V~ll" .. ,mk i.5 a qua.5i-projective variety with a bijective birational mor
phism

and d is the number 0/ algebraie elliptic fibrations without multiple /ibres, with j aß jaco

bian fibration, and witk an N -multi.5eetion. The value 0/ d will be given by the /ormula
(9) at the end 0/ next seetion.

Moreover, .5uppose that the .5ingular fibres 0/ j are all 0/ type 11, Then MtjJ is irre
ducible.

Proof. We first give the map \lJ. Let f : S -+ C be a fibration in lvfm1 , ... ,m", .

Vertieal translations of order N generate a subsheaf 11.. in Q, whieh is almost everywhere

locally constant of group ZN EB ZN. The quotient of f by the action of 11.. has a unique
relatively minimal model f{N) : S{N) -+ C. It is easy to see that f{N) has no multiple
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fibres. Moreover, we have a canonical isomorphism between the jacobians of f and f{N),

hence j{N) E E iP . Let
w(/) = /(N) .

The rational map of projection of S to S{N) is called the N -multiplication map of S.

Note that any nN -multisection of j is the inverse image of an n-multisection of f{N).

In particular, j{N) ~ j iff j has an N -multisection.

Fix a <p E EiP such that the fibre M<p of \II over <p is not empty. As fibre twists of
sectional order dividing N do not change the image of the fibration under 'lJ, it follows
from Theorem 3.6 that M<p contains fibrations for any choiee of direetions {')'1"'" ,k}
such that the order of Ti equals mi.

Let M<p be the set of fibrations with marked multiple fibres. The group acting on
Mr,p exchanging multiple fibres of the same multiplicity induees a finite unramified cover
of Jt.lr,p over Mr,p, therefore we have only to study the structure of Mt.p.

To auy element of Mt.p associating the direction of its i-th multiple fibre, we get a

map {Li : Mt.p -t D mi • The multiple fibre being the image in C of a ramifieation locus of
the N -multiplication map, and D mi being finite over C, it is not hard to see after a local
analysis that there is a bijeetive morphism

onto another eurve D~i ' which is locally isomorphie exeept possibly on points situated in
fibres of type In, i ::::: 1, such that for any family X -t Y of fibrations in Mep, the ll1ap
y -t D~. induced by vmj 0 J-Li is amorphism. It follows that the geometrie structurc on
Mep is p~lled back by the surjeetive product map

A - v 111 X ... x V Ilk' M ~ D' x· .. x D' - V'- ml r mk t' • t.p ml m,t - ,

which is etale of degree d by Theorems 3.6 and 3.4, where d equals the number of fibrations
in E iP having an N -multisection.

It is easy to construct directly an isomorphism between two fibres Mb M 2 of '1'.
Take a fibration fi : Si -t C in eaeh Mi. We ean stlppose that 11 and f2 are locally
isomorphie. There is therefore a locally trivial transformation e composed of a finite series
of translating twists, such that 6(/1) = /2, As e is eomposed of twists of sectional order
dividing N, one sees immadiately that e maps MI isomorphically onto M 2 •

In the rest of this proof, we will assume that all the singular fihres of j are of type
11 , Retake the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.4, and let Fq be the fibre of j over q.

For each critical value of Ci, the Pieard-Lefschctz monodromy along ')'i may be eonsidered
as an element fli E Aut Hl(Fq , Z) ~ SL2(Z), via the path G~.

Leluma 3.10. After rerouting 0/ the path3 Pi, Pt, Qi, Q~, Gi and GL we can find two

critical point3, 3ay CI-I and CI, ~uch that J-Ll-l and J-Ll generate Aut H 1(Fq ) Z).
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Proof. The fixed points of J.li fonn a subgroup Zi ~ Z in H1(Fq , Z), with

First, we use our earHer result on the fundamental group of an elliptic surface to show

that H 1 (Fq , Z) is generated by these Zi'

Let K be the image of the natural homomorphism

which is anormal subgroup of 7rl (J). We deduce from the fact that j has a section that

there is an exact sequence

1 --+ K ---+ 7r] (J) ---+ 7r] (C) ---+ 1 ,

and the loops in the unit section fonn a subgroup of 7rl (J), which projects isomorphically
onto 7r] (C). It follows that !(er( t) is generated by the vanishing cycles of singular fibres.
With the duality between 7r] (Fq ) = H] (Fq , Z) and H 1(Fq , Z), the vanishing cycles of the
i-th singular fibre are those corresponding to Zi. Therefore we have an isomorphism

Now by [X2, Theorem 4}, we know that K is trivial.

Next, we show that after reorder of the Ci and rerouting of the paths, we tuay have

H 1(Fq , Z) = (ZI-ll Zl).

Fix Cl, and write H == H] (Fq , Z)/Z,. Let Ci, i == J, . .. ,1-1 be the points such that the

ituage in H '"V Z of a generator of Zi is a non-zero number ni. We hav~ (nJ, . •• ,n,-]) = 1
by the first step.

Let il, i 2 be 2 indices between J and 1- 1. If we change the path Gi
l

into a 000

self-crossing path isotopic in C' - G, to Gi
l

followed by a loop around Ci 2 , nil will be

changed inta either nil +ni2 01' nit - ni2' depending on the direction of the loop around
Ci 2 chosen. We cau then change accordingly the other paths so that they remain disjoint

as before. This allows us to apply EucHclean agorithm on the set {n J' •.. , n1-] }, to arrive

at n'-l == 1.

Finally, take a generator of Z'-l and one of Z, as a basis for H](Fq , Z). Uncler this

basis, the matrices of Jll-I and Jll become (~1 ~) and (~ ~). These 2 matrices

generate SL2(Z).

Corollary. D n i3 irreducibie for any n ~ 1. In particular, V' is irreducible.
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Proof. In view of the projection of D n onto C, we have only to show that any two
points in D nl q ean be joined by a path in the smooth part of D n .

Let r i be the loop on C begining on q, going to 'Yi along Gi and turn around
it onee, then return to q via Gi. The lift of ri on D n starting at a point p ends at

/-l Dn (p) = Pi (p), where Pi is the dass of /-li in SL 2(Zn) = Aut 1)nl q .

As S L2 (Zn) aets transitivelyon D n Iq, every point in D n Iq ean be reached from p 1

by a finite sequence of lifts of loops composed of r
'
- b r , or their inverses. QED

Aeeording to the eorollary, we have only to show that for any two points 111/2 of Mtp
such that A(/l) = A(/2) = P is a general point in V', there is a path in the smooth part

of Mrp joining 11 and 12.
Note that the difference between 11 and 12 is a senes of fibre twists whieh transform

J into a fibration 1 : S -+ C without multiple fibre, and with an N -multiseetion.

Lemma 3.11. f can be reached /rom j by a finite number o/locally trivial twi.st.s

01, ... ,On, ~uch that the twi~ting section 0/ Bi i.s a loop contained in the .smooth part 0/
1) N.

Proof. Keeping the notations in the proof of Theorem 3.4, our aim is to lnodify the
series of translating twists so that each of them is a locally trivial twist made along a loop
not containing critieal points of j. The twisting section will then be a loop contained in
the smooth part of :D N .

We first note that the condition that all the singular fibres are of type [1 allows us to

assume that each of the twists is made along a loop with base q. Indeed, we have ooly to

consider the twists along Gi. Let ,i be a smallloop around Ci, entirely contained in ,i,

meeting Gi at a point gi. Then in vicw of (2), the effect on 'Yi of the twist along Gi is
equivalent to that of a twist along the loop composed of path [q, gi] C Gi followed by ,i
then by [gi, q] c -Gi (with a different twisting section). We will denote this loop simply

by ,i.
Suppose that C'-l and C, are as in Lemma 3.10. Let B~, ... , B~b+l be the twists

transfonning f ioto j as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 and modified as above to become
twists along loops, where b = g(C), and Bi is along O'i (i = 1, ... , b), ßi-b (i = b +
1, ... , 2b), 01' ,i-2b (i = 2b + 1, ... , 2b + 1).

For each i with 1 :::; i :::; 2b+1- 2, let 6i ,0 and Si, 1 be the starting and ending elelnents
of the twisting section of B~, which are elements in D Nlq. As the local monodromies along

';-1' ,; generate Aut H 1(Fq , Z) by Lemma 3.10, there is a loop 'l/Ji, composed of ';-1' ,;
and their inverses, such that the monodromy fL1) N ('l/Ji) transforms Si,l into Si,O. Let Bi
be the fibre twist along the loop r i consisting of the twisting loop of B~ followed by 'l/Jj ,.
whose twisting seetion is the unique finite-order extension of the twisting section of Bi over

r i • Then this twisting section has Si,O as starting and ending elements, hence is a loop in
(the smooth part of) D N .
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Let f' = 81 o· .. 0 82b+I - 2(f). To prove the lemma, we have only to show that f' = j.
More preeisely, if D' is the image N -multisection of D for f' , with the image x' of x as

base point, we want to show that /-lD'(/)(X' ) = x' for any 1 E 1l"1(C/,P).

Let Da be the N -multisection of j containing the unit section. We identify the

restrietions of D' and Da on the fibres over p, by matching x' with the point on the

unit section. Let H be this restriction group. Instead of J-lD' , we consider thc difference

monodromy p, = flD' - /-lDo' P, maps any element of 1l"1 (C', p) to a translation of H, so
we may write

p, : 1l"1 (C',p)~ H ~ Z'jy .

Now by the above construction, we have ji(I) = 0 for 1 = Q'i, ßi 01' Ih ... ,,1-2, and

P(11-1 ) +P(,1) = 0 for some choice of orientations. To show p(/1-1) = p(/1) = 0, we have
only to show that the subgroups p( (/1-1 )) ~ ZN and p( (11)) rv ZN have zero intersection.

Indeed, as j1 now factors through 1l"1(C - {CI-ll c,},p), we have

by fixing a path joining p and q. Now the relation

is a direct consequence of the condition H 1(Fq , Z) = (Z,-1, Z,), where Z'-l and Z, are
as in the proof of Lemma 3.10. QED

Due to Lemma 3.11, we may suppose that the difference between 11 and /2 is a twist

e along a loop s in the smooth part of ~ N .

We can write s = al SI + ... + akSk, where ai E Z, and Si is a loop in D mi • Then

where Gi is the twist along Si. This allows us to further suppose that 8 is a loop in Dmi .

Now let 8; E Dmi be the direction of the i -th multiple fibre of 11' Defonning this

multiple fibre along a path P in the smooth part of D mi joining 8i and the base slq of s,

we get a fibration f~, whose i-th multiple fibre is of direction slq. Then further defonn

this multiple fibre along S once, we get an I~ with f~ - f~ = e. Finally, deforming the

i-th multiple fibre of J~ back to 8; via P, we get /2 : 52 ~ C, with 12 - 11 = I~ - f; by
the commutativity of translating twists. QED
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§4. Relations with Ogg-Shafarevich theory

We refer to [C-D], Section 5.4 for a reeent aecount of Ogg-Shafarevich theory in the

ease of elliptic surfaees. We suppose throughout this section that j : J --+ C is an elliptic

fibration with a unit section, and all elliptic fibrations are algebraie, with j as jacobian
fibration. An isomorphism between two such fibrations are ealled j -isomorphism, if it

induces the identity map on j.

From eohomological point of view, the set 'Ej of elliptic fibrations with jaeobian j

equals the set of principal homogenious spaees (torsors) on the generic fibre Jrj of j. We

have thus a canonical isomorphism Ej ~ Hit(1J, :lrj)' where :lTJ is the stalk over the generic

point t} of ° of the Neron sheaf of abelian groups associated to j.

Now a translating twist defined via finite base change is just a eocycle on the etale sitc

of 1], wmch defines a torsor. Thus we have a canonical isomorphism between Bit (7}, .:J)
and the group of translating twists modulo eohomologically trivial twists. With this eor

respondence in mind, Theorem 3.4 just means that torsors ean be represented by a special
kind of cocycles: those induced by a cocycle on a finite subgroup scheme.

We have following exact sequenee:

o----+ H t (0,:1)~ Ej~ L 8 (p)~ B 2 (O,.:J) ,
pEC

(4)

where 8(p) is the group of directions of finite order on p, BI(G,.:J) is the subgroup of

locally trivial torsors (i.e. the Shafarevich-Tate group associated to j).

When j is not trivial, one shows by Ogg-Shafarevich theory that a is surjective, by

proving that H 2 (G,:I) has no torsion [C-D, Theorem 5.4.4]. Our theorem 3.4 gives a

direet proof of this surjectivity, and shows moreover that for any element of order n in

L: 8(p), we can find an inverse image element in 'E j whieh is of order at most wn.

Also when j is trivial, the condition (3) in Theorem 3.7 determines the image of a.

Another main result in Ogg-Shafarevich theory is the computation of the Shafarevieh

Tate group BI(G, .:J), which is shown to be isomorphie to (Q/Z)b 2 - P EB ~ in the ease of

elliptic surfaees, where 'I' is a finite group, ~ and p are respectively the seeond Bctti
number and the Picard number of J [Ra].

The following is a direct computation of the Shafarevich-Tate group using fibre twists,
whieh also determines the eotorsion 'I'.

Definition 4.1. Let D 1 and D 2 be two n-multiseetions on an elliptie fibration

f : S --+ G. D 1 and D 2 are called eongruent (resp. isomorphie) if they are both

contained in a same an-multisection for some a ~ 1 (resp. if there is a j -automorphism

a : S --+ S, such that o(D t ) = D2 ).
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We denote by M the Mordell-Weil group of sections of j. We may write

M I'V zr EI) T , (??)

where T is the subgroup of elements of finite order. Note that T is finite when j is not
trivial, otherwise T I'V (Q/Z)2.

Lemma 4.2. Let D be an n-multi~ection 0/ f. We have a canonical isomorphism

between M and the group 0/ üomorphi~m~ 0/ D with another n -multüection (which may

be D it~ell).

Under this üomorphüm, element~ in M 01 order dividing n correspond to automor

phi~m~ 0/ D.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact that M is the group of j -automorphisnls
of S. QED

Lemma 4.3. Suppo~e that f has an n -multüection D. Then there ü a natural 1-1

correspondence between M /nM and the ~et .6.n 01 i~omorphism clas"es 0/ n -multisection3

0/ f.

Proof. Let V n : S --. sen) be the n-multiplication map. The image of D being a
section in s(n), we can write sen) = J, with vn(D) as the unit section. And V n thus
gives an isomorphism between M and the set of n-multisections on S. On the other hand,
V n induces an endomorphism f n : M --. M, the first M being considered as the group
of j -automorphisms on S. €n is simply the multication by n. Now by Lemma 4.2, an
n-multisection D' is isomorphie to D Hf its image by V n is contained in Im(fn ). QED

Corollary. 11 j i" non-trivial, we have

where Tn = T /nT is isomorphie to the subgroup 0/ T eomposed 0/ element3 0/ order

dividing n,o il j is trivial,

In particular, there are only a finite number 0/ non-i30morphic n -multiseetions on an

elliptie surlaee.

Proof. The case of T finite follows directly from the theory of finite abelian groups.

Otherwise T is divisible, hence contained in Im(€n) for any n. QED

Now for each eritical point Ci (i = 1, ... ,1) of j, let ti be the number of cornponents
in F i = j-l(Ci),

d
i

= {I Pi is se.mistable
2 otherwlse,
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I I

t = L (ti - 1) , d = L di .
i=l i=l

A look into Kodaira's table of singular fibres gives

I

C2 (J) = L (ti - 1 + dd = t + d .
i=l

Now we take the notations in the proof of Theorem 3.4.

(6)

Definition 4.4. An n -marked elliptic fibration is a triplet (I, D, x), where I : S --+ C
is an elliptic fibration with jacobian j, D an n-multisection on S, and x a point on DIF,
such that I has no multiple fibre outside q, and the multiplicity of Fq is a factor of

n. An isomorphism between two n-marked fibrations (f), D), Xl) and (f2, D 2, X2) is a
j -isomorphism Q : SI --+ S2 such that O'(XI) = X2. In this case we have automatically

a(D I ) = D 2 •

Let En,l be the group of isomorphism classes of n-rnarked elliptic fibrations, with the
group structure induced by that of fibre twists. We first eompute En,l using arguments
in the proof of Theorem 3.4.

Two n-marked fibrations (f), D), Xl)' (f2, D2, X2) are isomorphie if and only if tbe
following diagram commutes:

1rI (C',p)
IlDl./ '\. IlD 2

Aut (DtI F)~ Aut (D2 1F)

where Q is indueed by the group isomorphism i : D I I F --+ D21F with i(Xt) - i(X2)'

Identifying DII F with D 2 1 F via i, the above diagrarn commutes Hf

for every ; = ai, ßi or ; i. Therefore En , I is the group of choices for all the J.l D ( ; ) ( x) .

For a fixed " the choices of J.!D(,)(x) form a group G-r isomorphie to Z~ when
; = O'i or ßi, and isomorphie to Z~i when , = Ti. The proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that
the choiees are independent for different; '8, t.herefore

'\""'I _ CD G ~ Z4g(C)+d - Z4g(C)+c2 -t
LJ n ,l - '\I7 I - n - n

-r

by (6).

The next step is to compute the subgroup En ,2 of En ,1 consisting of n-marked fibra
tions without multiple fibre. Let I>nlq ~ Z~ be the group of n-directions over q. To each
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marked fibration f associating the direetion of multiplicity of its fibre over q, we get a
homomorphism

such that En ,2 = Ker <pq. Noting that <pq is trivial when j is trivial, we let 'In 
:Dnlq/Im<pq when j is non-trivial, and t,tn = 0 when j is trivial. Then one sees easily
that

E "-I Z2g(C)+2q(J)+c 2 -t-2 ffi 'I'
n,2 - n lJ7 n' (7)

To eompute t,tn for non-trivial j, note that Theorem 2.4 tells that t,tn is a subgroup
of Z~, where w is the twisting weight of j, therefore it is trivial exeept when j is locally

trivial and wln.
Let B and T be as in Definition 2.3, and let, be an element of 7r}(C) such that B(,)

generates Im B. , induces an endomorphism B(,)n : :D nIq ~ 1)nl q, and we let 1(n be its
kernel. Then we have

by (2). As K n is simply the group of seetions contained in 1)n, we get

T = 2 and Tin

T = 3 and Tin

T = 4 and Tin

a11 other cases.

(8)

Now we divide out the eongruences. Let H be the subgroup in E n ,2 eonsisting of n

marked fibrations (/, D, x) such that S has an n-multisection D' congruent to D, which
contains a section.

Lemma 4.5. 1/ j i" trivial, H = 0,. otherwi"e H = Z~.

Proof. When j is trivial, / contains a section congruent to D iff D lS trivial.

Therefore H = 0 in this case, and we mayassurne that j is non-trivial.

Due to Lemma 4.3, the n 2 -multisection E containing D contains a copy of every
isolnorphism dass of n-multisections congruent to D. Therefore (f, D, x) is in H iff E
contains a section.

Moreover, we ean write Tn ~ Znl EB Zn2' and consider it as a subgroup of EI F. Then
the n-multisection contained in E cuts out a subgroup 1 "-I Zn1 n EB 1n2n in F which

contains Tn , and E contains a seetion iff the intersection with F of the SUfi of sections

in E is a eoset of Tn in I. This shows that H C:a! I/Tn "-J Z~. QED
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Let En ,3 = En ,2/H. En ,3 is the group of congruence classes of pairs Cf, D) where a
congruence between (f1' D1) and (f2' D2) is a j -isomorphism SI --J. 82 sending D1 to an
n-multisection congruent to D2 . By Lemma 4.3 and the formula (7) for En ,2, wc have

~ c::! z4q(J)+C2-t-4 ffi (l"' _ Zb 2 -t-2 ffi (l""
LJn,3 - n \lJ ..t.n - n \lJ..t.n •

Now by Lemma 4.3, the group of non-isomorphie eongruenee classes of n-multiseetions

of a fibration is isomorphie to z~. Divide out this group from En ,3, we get the group
En of j -isomorphism classes of elliptie fibrations without multiple fibre and with an n

m ultisection:

Finally, taking limi t of n,

Theorem 4.6. (Ogg-Shafarevich) The Sha/arevieh-Tate grotLp 0/ j is isomorphie

to (Q/Z)b 2 - P ffi!', where !' i" trivialunle"" j is locally trivial hut not trivial, in the laUer

case ~ is i"omorphie to the tor"ion part 0/ the Mordcll- Weil group 0/ j.

Remark. Now we get the number d in Theorem 3.9:

(9)

(Note that under the assumption of Theorem 3.9, ~n = 0.)

We elose this paper by Raynaud's original proof of Lemma 3.3, which works over any

eharaeteristie.

Let x E HlteTJ, 3.,,) be the element eorresponding to f. It is known from the theory of

torsors that x is of finite order, so let n be this order, and consider the n-multiplieation
map S- - --J. S( n). Then the torsol' element eorresponding to the fibration f( n) : S( n) --J. C
is nx = 0, in other words f( n) ....... j. Therefore S( n) eontains a seetion, whose inverse image

in S is an n-multiseetion. QED
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